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CHAPTER

The Spirit of Aumanil
Paul, your wisdom and concern is acknowledged by myself and the elders. May the Great
Spirit bless you for all your work.
KHOT-LA-CHA (CHIEF SIMON BAKER), SQUAMISH, CAPILANO RESERVE

I

have always been a strong and active advocate of Aboriginal Indigenous
rights. I am, however, also a wildlife conservationist, and occasionally
my advocacy for wildlife brings me into conflict with many different
cultures, ethnic groups, and nationalities. My priority is always the interest
of wildlife and endangered and threatened species over the interests and
demands of humans, any group of humans, without discrimination.
I am Métis and a direct descendent of chief Henri Membertou (1490–
1560), the sakmow (grand chief) of the Mi'kmaq First Nations in sixteenthcentury Acadia. (My lineage is outlined on page 237.) The European side of
my family are Acadian and have lived in Acadia (presently Prince Edward
Island, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick) since the mid-sixteenth century.
I was born in the traditional lands of the Senecas. The Senecas were one
of the five nations of the Iroquois, along with the Mohawk, Oneida,
Onondaga, and Cayuga. The Senecas established two communities on the
northern shores of Lake Ontario, the village of Ganatsekwyagon near the
mouth of the Rouge River and the village of Teiaiagon on the banks of the
Humber. The name originates from the Iroquois word tkaronto, meaning
“where there are trees standing in the water.”
My father met my mother, Annamarie Larsen, in Toronto, where I was
born. When I was six years old, I returned with my parents to New
Brunswick. I was raised in the fishing community of St. Andrews by-theSea, New Brunswick, just across the water from the state of Maine. At an
early age, I was familiar with the local Passamaquoddy Band across the

water near Eastport and spent time exploring the woods, river, and bays on
both sides of the border.
At the age of ten, I had jumped into wildlife-protection activities when a
young beaver that I regularly played with was killed in a leg-hold trap. I
began to sabotage traplines, both Native and white. I wore snowshoes
backward to confuse the trappers. I did not see how the ownership of those
cruel devices made any difference to the victims. It was a great joy to me to
release ensnared animals. Over the next few years, I freed dozens of cats,
dogs, seagulls, beavers, and a young fawn from the grotesque contraptions
that I then threw into the river or ponds. I was never caught, and it was a
source of amusement for me to listen to the complaints of the trappers over
the mysterious disappearance of their hardware. No one suspected a child.
It was at this age that I discovered the books of Grey Owl when I read
Sajo and the Beaver People. Archie Belany, an Englishman who lived as an
Indian with his Mohawk wife, Anahareo, championed the beaver. They
were both very much role models for me. I also discovered Roots of Heaven
by Romain Gary, and I was fascinated and inspired by Gary’s character
Morel, who waged war against elephant hunters.
I knew at a very young age what it was I wished to do with my life. I
could think of nothing more satisfying than protecting animals and
championing the cause of Indians.
As a North American with Native heritage, I have been well educated in
the history of conquest and genocide that has spawned the nations of
Canada, the United States, and Mexico. I suffer from no illusions here. I
was raised in poverty and I have seen the poverty of numerous reservations.
I have also had a lifelong association with many Native communities.
I held no illusions about the horrific destruction caused by the bloody
fur trade, the damage it did to wildlife populations, and the disruption it had
caused to First Nations people, turning them from relatively respectful
hunters into pawns of the Hudson Bay Company, virtual slaves to the
company store who each year slaughtered more and more of the beaver, the
fox, the mink, the deer, and the wolf so that they could strive for the
material status enjoyed by the white man.
Still, I saw that the Indian had been drafted to service the traplines in
exchange for the pittance paid to them, while the fur industry reaped
massive profits from the coldly cruel, gory labor of the Indian. I saw the

beaver and the Indian as victims of an economic system that exploited both
without thought to the future of either.
My commitment to Native rights has not been the typical liberal
approach of sympathy and patronization. I have never seen Native people as
special but simply as an Aboriginal people who have suffered from an
unjust conquest at the hands of generations of primarily European
conquerors. It was my objection to that injustice that led me into an
indisputably active role in fighting for Native rights.
In 1972, I became one of the first members of the British Columbia
Association of Non-Status Indians. I still carry my membership card from
that date, signed by the president of the association, Irene MacDonald, and
the secretary, K. Maracle. As a reporter for the Vancouver alternative
weekly the Georgia Straight, I did an investigative project into the death of
a Chilcotin Indian named Fred Quilt. A coroner’s jury had ruled his death
accidental. My writings, among others, and pressure from the BC
Association of Non-Status Indians, led to further inquiries until it was
finally determined that Quilt had been beaten to death by mounted police
officers. The two officers involved were not charged but were transferred
out of the province.
That same year, as a journalist, I covered the United Nations Conference
on Environment and Development held in Sweden. Environment,
conservation, Third World struggles, and Native rights were my primary
journalistic concerns as I worked on ships to support myself and to finance
my studies in communications at Simon Fraser University in Burnaby,
British Columbia.
Also in 1972, after a trip as a crew member on a Norwegian merchant
ship to South Africa, I submitted an article about a South African prisoner
on Robben Island. My story was rejected by numerous publications. No one
wanted to hear about an anti-apartheid terrorist and a convicted felon. My
story ran only in the Georgia Straight. The “terrorist” was Nelson Mandela.
Nelson Mandela’s life has always been an inspiration to me. The very
idea that Nelson Mandela would one day be president of South Africa was
unthinkable and thus impossible, yet the impossible became possible.
To this day, I firmly believe that the answer to a seemingly impossible
problem is to find the impossible solution. There are three virtues that will
assist in finding that answer: passion, backed up by courage and
imagination.

On Friday, March 9, 1973, David Garrick, Al Anderson, Steve Whalen,
and I set off from Vancouver in Al’s Datsun pickup. We arrived in Pine
Ridge on March 13 and boldly attempted to drive into the village of
Wounded Knee a few hours later.
Two miles from the village, we ran smack into a fully armed FBI
roadblock. We were told to step out of the vehicle with our hands in the air
as the agents searched the car. They found an ax and two hunting knives,
and David Garrick and I were promptly arrested and charged with
possession of offensive weapons. We were then driven back to Pine Ridge
and tossed into the jail for a few hours before being released and told to
return to Canada.
We quickly discovered from reporters that Wounded Knee was
surrounded by numerous federal agents, including fourteen armored
personnel carriers. I had no intention of returning to Vancouver. Al
Anderson and Steve Whalen decided to go home, leaving David and me
behind. The two of us allied ourselves with Dewy Brave Heart in the town
of Calico, and he helped us to get into the village. I attempted the long hike
from Calico over the hills by myself during the night. It was a longer hike
than I expected and much colder. When I got close to the FBI patrols, I
crawled over the ground with tumbleweeds tied to my back. Unfortunately,
I was spotted, arrested a second time, driven back to Pine Ridge, and
charged with being a foreign national in an emergency area. This time I was
given two hours to leave the reservation and return home.
As I left the jail, I noticed reporters in a line in front of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs office. One of them told me they were waiting to apply for a
day pass to enter Wounded Knee. I decided to join the line, and when I
reached the desk, I told them I was a reporter for the Vancouver Sun and the
Georgia Straight. I had my Georgia Straight press card with me and told
them that they could call Robert Hunter at the Vancouver Sun to verify my
reporting for that paper. Bob covered me, and the BIA public relations guy
handed me a day pass.
I caught a ride with another reporter. We drove without incident through
the roadblock, and I found myself in the village of Wounded Knee. I
reported to Stan Holder, the head of American Indian Movement (AIM)
security, and told him I would like to stay as a volunteer. He asked me if I
had any skills. I said I was a medic, and he assigned me to the building
designated as the hospital.

Thus I served as a volunteer assistant medic for AIM at the siege of
Wounded Knee. As others my age fought in Vietnam, I found my initiation
into combat in the hills of South Dakota. As a Canadian, I did not need to
worry about the draft, but I always felt that it would have been so difficult
to have been forced to choose, as so many young Americans of my
generation had to do.
Fortunately, I never had to use a gun; however, I was a target. Night
after night of flare-illuminated and tracer-bullet-streaked skies, I dove into
the snow or lay in soggy ditches to avoid the intense fire of tens of
thousands of rounds searching for living targets.
David Garrick attempted from a different direction and successfully
passed the roadblock, although he and a few others were fired at by some of
chief Dick Wilson’s Guardians of the Oglala Nation (GOONS).
I distinctly remember the cold, clear night when I found myself running
along with a group carrying supplies toward Red Arrow bunker, where a
wounded defender of Wounded Knee reportedly lay bleeding from a
gunshot wound. Three armed warriors accompanied us. A few hundred
yards away, rifle flashes erupted from a nearby hill and .50 caliber bullets
began ripping up the road. Suddenly, Rocky Madrid fell, groaning with
pain, an M-16 bullet between his ribs. I assisted in bringing Rocky back to
our makeshift hospital, where I witnessed Leonard Crow Dog remove the
bullet with a knife and plug the wound with freshly chewed sage root.
Over the next few weeks, I assisted Crow Dog, Doc Rosen, and the
other medics in treating bullet wounds in a conflict that wounded forty-six
Natives and one US marshal and killed two AIM warriors, Buddy Lamont
and Frank Clearwater.
In Wounded Knee I met quite a few Vietnam veterans, and they
wondered why they had gone to war in a foreign land when their own land
remained under the power of the same military whose uniform they had
worn. They were appreciative of the experience, however, for because of it,
they had the skills to hold Wounded Knee from their former commanders.
They were entrenched and dug in for whatever was needed to maintain the
stand against the United States government.
On March 16, 1973, I was given the honor of citizenship within the
independent Oglala Nation of Wounded Knee. I would be accepted by the
Brave Heart family at Calico a few weeks later. In Wounded Knee I had
undergone a vision quest in an Inipi ceremony under the guidance of the

great Brule wicasa wakan (holy man), Wallace Black Elk. I took the name
of the Sung'manitu and became Grey Wolf Clear Water, warrior brother to
the Oglala Lakota Nation of Wounded Knee. Neither the Lakota nor Black
Elk gave me this name. It came to me in my vision dream. David took the
name of Two Deer Lone Eagle, and he also became a warrior brother to the
Oglala Lakota Nation of Wounded Knee.
We could not have felt more honored if we had received the Victoria
Cross, because at Wounded Knee we were soldiers in a war that actually
meant something. My elation at the time was due to feeling that I was a part
of something great and unique. Later, I realized that although I had served
at Wounded Knee, I was still culturally a wasicu (not one of the people).
The sacred hoop of the Lakota did not encompass me, yet the Lakota hoop
was just one of many sacred hoops, and not all of these hoops were of the
reality of humans, although all of the hoops, of all cultures of all beings,
were connected. This I learned at Wounded Knee.
I also saw that the hoops of man were dissolving. The Lakota reality,
centered on the sacred circle, was transforming into the perceptions
centered on the square and the rectangle, from circular teepee to rectangular
house, from the great circle of the unfettered plains to the squared
patchwork of the barbed wire imprisoned fields. The land once free was
now enslaved, owned, and brutalized. The only free frontier left was the
domain of the landless—the oceans.
The vision quest had given me a path to follow. I had seen a wolf
running in the vision. I had seen a bison struck with an arrow. The arrow
had a string attached to it. I had seen myself turn upon the man who shot the
bison, and I ran him down and pounced upon him like a wolf. After the
chase, I remember seeing my wolfish face reflected back to me in the still,
clear waters of a pond.
My vision told me that mine was a solitary spirit. I was free to pursue
my own way in life, owing my allegiance to the tribes not of the people. My
vision told me to follow the wounded bison, but I could not explain the
arrow with the string. Most importantly, my vision told me to follow the
voice that said, “Do not allow any person or spirit to force you from your
path. If all the people in the world are against you, you must not stray, you
must not yield, but keep to the path and dog the one who shot the bison
until he is slain or you live no longer.”

The only problem was that I did not understand what the bison was and
who the slayer of the bison might be.
I left Wounded Knee as a person reborn. I had found myself, and I had
learned the most important lessons of my life: courage under fire,
commitment to a just cause, and, most importantly, an understanding that a
warrior must fight for his beliefs against overwhelming odds, without
concern for victory or defeat. The only concern is to do what is right and
what is just, simply because it is the only course that can be taken. There
can be no compromise with injustice.
American Indian Movement leader Russell Means also said something
that has stayed with me all of my life. Although we were heavily
outnumbered and the odds of us winning in that confrontation were zero,
his view was that we should not worry about the odds against us nor be
concerned about winning or losing. We were there because it was the right
thing to do, the right place to do it, and the right time to do it.
David and I left Wounded Knee before the federal forces moved in.
Many others were also leaving because food inside was becoming scarce. It
was decided that only combatants would remain. David and I had agreed to
be AIM soldiers, and our orders were to pull out. We did so reluctantly, but
we did not question the wisdom of our leadership. Russell Means, Dennis
Banks, Pedro Bissonette, and Stan Holder were brave men, and we knew
that they knew that although they appreciated our humble help, this was not
our place, nor was it our time.
Pedro Bissonette signed and stamped our passports and shook our hands
when we left the hospital after paying our respects to Russell Means, Crow
Dog, Black Elk, and Stan Holder, thanking them for allowing us to serve
with them.
Pedro was a very kind man and a nonviolent activist. He was personally
opposed to using a gun, although he had bowed to the decision of his people
to pick up the gun. When he was killed on the reservation not long after the
confrontation at Wounded Knee, I knew that the US marshal who shot him
lied when he said it was self-defense. Pedro would never have raised a gun.
Getting past the government troops was the most dangerous experience
we encountered after weeks of life-threatening situations. We were almost
run down and crushed by an armored personnel carrier as we lay burrowed
under the snow to avoid a patrol, and we crawled on our bellies so close to

an FBI camp that we could hear the special agents talking around the
campfire.
When we finally reached the village of Calico, we were frozen, tired,
and faced with the prospect of getting off the reservation without being
spotted by the GOONS. If not for Dewey Brave Heart and his family at
Calico, we would most likely have been caught. He hid us in a remote cabin
for a few days, and when things were relatively quiet, he drove us to the
northern boundary of the reservation where we were able to hitchhike to
Rapid City.
It was exactly a year later that Robert (Bob) Hunter approached me and
asked if I would like to join him in a campaign to save whales. I had known
Bob since 1971, when we had sailed together on the first Don’t Make a
Wave Committee voyages to protest nuclear testing in the Alaskan Aleutian
Islands. We renamed our two ships: the Phyllis Cormack (an 85-foot halibut
seiner) became the Greenpeace and the Edgewater Fortune (the 150-foot
ex-Canadian minesweeper) became the Greenpeace Too. In 1972, we
changed the name of the Don’t Make a Wave Committee to the Greenpeace
Foundation and I became one of its founding directors.
At Wounded Knee, David Garrick and I were representing Greenpeace.
When we had sailed to Amchitka, we had been presented with the flag of
the Kwakwaka'wakw (Kwakiutl) Nation as we stopped at Alert Bay en
route to the Aleutians.
It was our belief that a strong environmental movement needed a strong
alliance with Indigenous communities. The Kwakwaka'wakw had supported
us on the Amchitka campaign, and we in turn supported the Oglala Lakota
at Wounded Knee.
During our time in Wounded Knee, I regularly called Bob Hunter in
Vancouver. He was a columnist for the Vancouver Sun. My pretense to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs was therefore not really a fraud.
There was only one phone from Wounded Knee and the calls were free.
The US government paid the bill to keep it from being cut off because, of
course, they were monitoring every conversation. Courtesy of the FBI, the
Vancouver Sun carried exclusive, almost daily coverage of the Wounded
Knee standoff in Hunter’s daily column.
When Hunter showed me the footage of Russian and Japanese whalers,
I was startled to see the harpoon line snake out from the killing ship until it
struck the whale in a shower of blood and gore. It was my vision. The bison

was the whale, for the whale is to the ocean what the bison is to the sea of
prairie grass. The arrow was the harpoon, and there was an instant
revelation that this was the path my vision meant for me.
My vision told me to follow the way of the wolf in pursuing my path,
and I have done so with steadfast stubbornness for nearly fifty years. That is
the power of a vision quest. It is a commitment for life, and once shown the
way, there is no turning off the path, at least not if the spirit guiding you is
that of the Sung'manitu Wakan.
The vision had given this wasicu a nation. The Whale nation, the tribes
of Cetacea. Their enemies became my enemies. Their murderers were those
I would oppose. It was a wonderful gift, and I have never regretted having
received it, for it has given me great freedom of the spirit and a sense of
belonging, of knowing who I am and what I must do.
It has also given me protection. For more than four and a half decades, I
have waged war on whalers without suffering a serious injury to my crews
or to myself and without causing a single injury to the enemy we oppose.
But we have hurt them financially. We have sunk their ships, sabotaged
their factories, destroyed their equipment, and saved their prey from their
insidious and deadly harpoons.
But the greatest joy has been in coming to know my people of the sea. It
did not take me long.
In 1975, during the first Greenpeace voyage to save the whales, I had
four close and intimate experiences with whales. Two of those experiences
were profoundly tragic and two were intensely exciting and joyful. It was
the year before, in 1974, that I had my first real close encounter with a
whale.
It was while we were preparing and organizing for our campaign to
confront the Russians in the autumn of 1974. I knew that I wanted to do all
that I could to protect these great creatures, but they were still mythical to
me, unreal and distant. I needed to get close to them, and since there was
only one candidate in the city of Vancouver at the time, I decided to get
acquainted with Skana, a captive orca held by the Vancouver Aquarium.
It was at midnight on a moonlit night that I went over the wall, clad
only in a bathing suit, crept across the concrete deck, and slipped into the
cold waters of Skana’s pool cell. It was slightly eerie having my body
dangling in the pool, knowing that this great predator was swimming
beneath me. I still had not seen her. It was just a calm, deserted swimming

pool. There were no security guards, but I did not want to risk calling out
her name. Suddenly, a whoosh of expelled air announced her presence
behind me. I turned, but she was gone again, and then she was beside me,
her snout only inches from my face.
It occurred to me that this would mark a very unusual activity in her
schedule, and she might not be as friendly outside the observation of her
trainer and the aquarium staff. This whale could swallow me whole, and no
one would have known the difference. I would have just disappeared, since
not a soul knew that I was here. Curiously, despite this, I did not feel any
fear. I reached out and touched her face, and she responded by rolling over
to allow me to stroke her throat. At one point she opened her formidable
mouth, and to demonstrate my trust in her, I passed my hand over her
pointed teeth and patted her soft pink tongue. Her mouth closed slowly and
I felt her teeth press lightly against my skin, and then she released me.
We spent the next few hours swimming about, and I was able to hold on
to her dorsal as she propelled me around the pool. I was careful to stay on
the inside of her body, away from the wall. I was wary that such a large
creature might be unaware of how fragile we humans are, and she might
have accidentally collided with the wall of the pool. Despite my concerns, it
always seemed that she was aware of where I was at all times, and she was
being cautious to avoid causing me any injury.
It was absolutely amazing. This great being allowed me to play with
her, to touch her and to bond with her, a creature from the wild who also
happened to be the most powerful and largest carnivore on Earth. What
other predator would have indulged me like this? And what a different
psychology she possessed, so alien to that of our own. My kind had
imprisoned her, and yet she bore me no malice. She did not greet me with
anger, nor did she vent her frustrations on me.
In May of 1975, I was given the opportunity to compare the behavior of
wild orcas to my experience with Skana. We were returning from the Queen
Charlotte Islands on board the Greenpeace V when captain John Cormack
spotted an oncoming pod of orcas. They were entering a narrow strait just
south of Bella Bella.
I asked John to stop the ship, and he let me dive into the water wearing
a wet suit. I swam away from the ship and placed myself directly into the
path of the approaching whales. Some of the crew thought that I was being
very foolish, and I was inclined to agree with them. Just having your head

sticking above the water gives you a seal’s-eye view of what an advancing
gang of orcas looks like. The awful image of serving myself for lunch came
immediately to mind. These were the damn bikers of the cetacean world,
for Christ’s sake, and here I was voluntarily placing myself in their path.
I could hear the “whoosh, whoosh” of their expelled breath, and I could
see their ebony scimitar-shaped dorsal fins cleaving the water and cutting a
very sharp path through the sea toward me. When the entire pod submerged,
I found the silence of their disappearance to be more intimidating. My legs
tingled as they dangled in the inky blackness of the strait, and my
imagination was almost on the point of panic with images of severed limbs
and my own lifeblood spilling into the sea.
This morbid fantasy was shattered by a thunderous “whoosh” as a large
orca, much larger than Skana, emerged from the sea, and I felt the warm
spray splashing my face. The great black mandala of its huge body simply
poured by me as I squinted through the rainbow haze of the descending
droplets of whale exhalation. The dorsal, as high as I am tall, suddenly
ascended from the brine and arched skyward. Without thinking, I thrust out
my hand, kicked my flippers, and found myself grasping the firm yet soft,
warm, towering fin of the orca. As if I had just grabbed a passing train, I
found myself pulled from the sea to be born alongside this incredible fleshand-blood locomotive as it dove again, taking me with him into the depths.
I held on for over a minute before my head broke the surface. I had just
enough time to catch my breath and then we were under the surface again, a
cacophony of clicks and whistles surrounding me, a glimpse of white to my
side, and then back to the surface again. It was as if the whale did not even
notice my presence. I was just an uninvited hitchhiker out for a free ride. It
was exhilarating. It was magical. And it was quickly over as I felt the orca
tremble and a ripple run through its mighty body. I found myself tumbling
in his wake—feeling exhilarated yet rejected and immensely sad.
I had touched an orca in the wild. I had actually taken a ride upon the
back of a whale. It is an experience so very difficult to describe. This
ferocious creature that ate sea lions for breakfast had allowed me to touch it
and live. I could not imagine doing this with a lion, a grizzly bear, or a
crocodile, all of which are mere dwarfs compared to the orca.
When I returned to the Greenpeace V, John Cormack told me I was
crazy, but he had a little twinkle in his eye as he said it. The old fisherman
knew a thing or two, of that I was certain. “You know, when I was a kid,

and that was a few years ago,” said John with a chuckle, “I remember my
first time up this coast, and there were many more whales than there are
today. When some of these fishermen say there are too many whales, they
have no idea what the hell they are talking about. It will never be like it
was. No, sir, it never will be like that again.”
I knew in my heart that he was right.
A few weeks later, off the Oregon coast, we came across a large fin
whale cow with her calf. Greenpeace photographer Rex Weyler and I took
off in a Zodiac to take pictures of her. As her massive body moved swiftly
through the sea, I stood up in the inflatable. When we came alongside her, I
simply stepped out onto her back. Rex pulled away, and I found myself
surfing on the back of a whale. Her calf emerged to my right side. The
calf’s eye scanned me, no doubt wondering what this thing standing on its
mother’s back could be. It all happened very fast. The whale’s gargantuan
tail rose out of the water and smacked the surface so hard I could feel a
shock wave. Rex pulled alongside me, and I dove from the whale’s back
into the inflatable and away from her.
“She was not very happy with that,” Rex shouted above the outboard.
“No, she wasn’t, but she gave me a warning, and it was not the sort of
warning to ignore,” I replied.
I felt somewhat guilty about harassing her and the calf like that, but the
feeling of being so close to such a marvelous creature surpassed any other
concern. I knew it would be something I would never do again. But I had
felt her, very much aware that beneath my feet was another reality, a
different perception, an alien culture, and I yearned to understand her, to
glimpse the world through her perceptions, to see and hear the world with
her eyes and ears.
These great creatures were transforming my own perceptions. No longer
were they abstract objects; instead, they were shaping themselves before my
eyes into beings, each possessing an individual personality and radiating
uniqueness. I looked upon them with envy, respect, and, most of all, with
love.
In life they were giving me a joy I had never before experienced. To
those of you reading this who have swum with the whales and the dolphins,
you know what I mean. You and I share something special and very rare,
for we have seen what it is like to be in the presence of a being far greater
than ourselves, more powerful, more intelligent, more sensitive, more

perceptive, and profoundly more aware. Here was the god/goddess of the
sea, the very material gist of the wisdom and strength of Poseidon, Neptune,
Aegir, or Sedna.
But within the same month that the living whales filled my heart with
joy, the deaths of two whales drained that joy from me. It was Saturday,
June 21, 1975, and our little boat was some sixty miles off the northern
coast of California. It was there that we discovered the Soviet whaling fleet
in full pursuit of a pod of sperm whales. We could see them from the
distance, and as we moved closer, David Garrick spotted something in the
water. It was a red flag attached to a float that was attached to a body. It was
a young sperm whale, only twenty-five feet in length, five feet under the
regulation size ruled by the IWC, a mere youngster.
I dove over the side and swam to the whale, pulling myself onto the
floating warm body as it bobbed upon the slight chop of the sea. She was
dead, but only recently so. The frayed rope attached to the deeply
embedded harpoon flowed from the wound, the fibers stained scarlet as
they undulated with the swell. I reached over and my fingers felt the blood
oozing from the awful puncture in her lower side. The blood was hot and
sticky, and I felt nauseated.
I crawled along her sleek, firm body to her square head and looked deep
into her eye, now slowly glazing over with the finality of her death. After
my recent experience with the orca and the mother fin, I felt a deep rage
rising up inside me, anger like nothing that I had ever experienced before.
Why? For what? How could they? The evil, filthy, stinking bastards. In
accordance with the primitive emotions of my species, my thoughts turned
to revenge. I wanted to kill the bastards who had done this. It was anger just
short of madness, and the intensity of it, the frustration of it, nearly
overwhelmed me.
Slowly, softly, my fingers reached forward, and I gently closed the eye
of the whale child as tears dripped down my cheek. A shout from my
crewmates caused me to turn, and I saw a Soviet kill boat bearing down on
me with her water hose spitting high-pressure brine. I glared at their crew,
ignoring the warnings from my mates, but I knew that I was helpless
against them. I slid from the corpse of the bleeding whale into the sea and
swam back to the boat, where, frustrated beyond measure, we watched the
Soviet whalers lash the tail alongside their craft and pull away to deliver

their victim into the ravenous rear-end slipway of the Dalniy Vostok, the
factory ship.
All that morning we documented death. At last we saw a harpoon boat
in pursuit of a pod of sperm whales. Bob Hunter and I, in a fourteen-foot
Zodiac, roared off in pursuit of the killers. What I would experience within
the next hour would change my life radically. It was my epiphany and my
emergence into the tribe of Cetacea. Little did I know that the person who
woke that morning would awaken the next morning with a completely
different worldview, a different reality.
Out of this tragedy I found rebirth and discovered a purpose. It would
be in this purpose that I would find both satisfaction and joy. However, this
is a story that I will relate later on in this book, at a time more appropriate
for the telling. But I never lost my gratitude to the Oglala Lakota and AIM
for granting me a constructive path for my life. I never forgot my debt to
those who made it possible for me to experience, follow, and live a vision
quest. It was a great gift.
In 1989, I stood with Kayapo warriors on the banks of the Xingu River
in Amazonia to oppose the construction of a dam financed by the World
Bank. It was there that I met chief Paulinho Paiakan and attended a special
dance of Kayapo warriors, where my friend Simon Dick of the Kwakiutl
performed a bear dance and shot an arrow into the sky, and to the
amazement of the Kayapo and all of us, except for Simon, it did not fall
back to Earth again.
Returning from Brazil, I met with Chief Paiakan at the home of Dr.
David Suzuki, where we made plans to raise funds to purchase an airplane
for the chief to enable him to patrol his land. David asked my friend Al
“Jet” Johnson to assist, and in July 1989, he located a Cessna U206F in
Houston, where he flew it himself to Belem, Brazil, and stayed in Brazil as
Paiakan’s personal volunteer pilot for the next five months. Chief Paiakan
gave me a Kayapo feathered headdress for my assistance.
In 1992, I was once again in Brazil, this time to attend the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro. I
was hoping to meet up with Chief Paiakan again. He was expected to
address the conference.
Unfortunately, the government of Brazil did not want to see the Kayapo
chief disrupting their international party. Days before he was to arrive, a
story broke that Chief Paiakan and his wife, Erikran, had abducted, raped,

and tortured a sixteen-year-old white girl. My first reaction was that the
timing
was
suspiciously
convenient.
Nonetheless,
Paiakan’s
environmentalist allies dropped their support for him, as if he carried the
plague. A few ecofeminist groups slammed him in the media, and Veja, the
largest newsmagazine in Brazil, featured Paiakan’s face on their cover with
the banner headline screaming “Savage.” Dr. David Suzuki, his wife, Tara
Cullis, Canadian environmentalist Elizabeth May, and I were among the
very few that defended him and called the story a lie.
After the conference was over and Chief Paiakan was denied his
opportunity to talk to the world forum, the story was revealed to have been
fabricated. The “victim” was the daughter of a rich landowner who wanted
the Kayapo out of the way. There was not a shred of evidence, and despite
the Veja story that stated she was tortured in a car and the seats were
drenched in her blood, the car was located by more objective journalists and
not a drop of blood was found.
Strangely, for such a heinous crime, there was no trial and the scandal
disappeared as fast as it had arisen. Veja did not run a follow-up. Brazil got
what it wanted and had been able to keep Chief Paiakan and his concerns
for the rainforests of Amazonia from becoming embarrassing.
This illustrated what I had known for years: The media dictates truth.
People are easily manipulated by the media, and without mastering the spin
over that of your adversary, perceptions could easily turn against your
position, casting you in a far different light than what was true and what
you intended.
In 1991, I had been given another opportunity to serve with the First
Nations once again. This time I contributed my ship and crew to the
Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en Nations of British Columbia. My ship the Sea
Shepherd was temporarily renamed the Aligat (the Gitxsan word for
“warrior”), and we boarded a crew of fourteen Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en at
Nassau in the Bahamas in early December. We were off to celebrate the
quincentennial of the voyage of Christopher Columbus in a truly Indian
manner. I placed myself under the command of chief Wii Seeks, and he
asked me to set a course for San Salvador Island, where there was a large
memorial commemorating the landing site of Columbus.
I stayed on board my ship and sent a boat ashore with Wii Seeks and his
people, along with Peter Brown and Dinah Elissat, who accompanied them
to document their actions onshore. Arriving on the site, they pulled down

the Spanish and Canadian flags and raised the flag of the Gitxsan and
Wet'suwet'en. They removed the bronze commemorative plaque and
returned to the ship, and we immediately set sail for the Caribbean island
nation of Turks and Caicos. It was there that we picked up my friend Bob
Hunter, who was now working as a reporter for Citytv in Toronto. With him
was Ron George, the newly elected leader of the National Indian
Brotherhood, to whom Wii Seeks turned over his leadership.
We departed from Turks and Caicos to set out for our objective of
intercepting the Nina, the Pinta, and the Santa Maria, the three replica
caravels sailing in a reenactment voyage of the Columbus adventure of five
hundred years before.
As the Aligat entered the waters near Puerto Rico, the United States
Coast Guard joined the Spanish warship guarding the three replica caravels.
In an attempt to avoid us, the ships ran dark along the coast of the Virgin
Islands until we spotted them in the morning. The United States Coast
Guard escorted the caravels through the reef, but the Spanish naval escort
turned to blockade our approach, steaming toward our ship at full speed. I
smiled because I had played this game a few times before, and if I could
outbluff a Soviet frigate as I did off Siberia in 1981, I could certainly take
on the Spaniards.
I found myself playing chicken with the Spanish warship. Dinah Elissat
of Citytv in Toronto was on board, camera rolling as the Spanish vessel
bore down upon us. As she said later, “It was great television.” It was
especially so when the Spaniards veered off first and we sped by, on toward
the Santa Maria. With the Coast Guard blocking us, the Nina, Pinta, and
Santa Maria entered the marina.
We thought we had failed, but Bob Hunter and Eagle clan wing chief
Art Loring rallied the Indian crew. Joined by some of my crew, they seized
the Santa Maria.
All hell broke loose. The Coast Guard joined marina security guards
and were shortly followed by the FBI and the San Juan police tactical
squad, complete with SWAT team snipers. Most importantly, the media
arrived, and the more powerful weapons, the cameras, became trained on
the rifles of the marksmen.
On board the Santa Maria, our crew was dressed in traditional regalia
and wore war paint. The intention was to intimidate the Spanish crew, and it

worked. They were clearly confused and did not know what to do about the
Indian boarding crew.
Chief Wii Seeks and Ron George approached the captain of the Santa
Maria and requested an audience with the Spanish consul to Puerto Rico.
When the consul arrived, they laid down their terms for releasing the Santa
Maria.
The cameras had neutralized the guns. The US government was not
about to have a bunch of Canadian Indians slaughtered for protesting five
hundred years of injustice. The police wisely decided to see if negotiations
would work, and we were sure that the phone lines were buzzing between
the Spanish and the Americans. A few hours later, the Spanish consul
agreed to sign a written apology on behalf of Spain for five hundred years
of unlawful occupation and agreed to fly the Gitxsan flag on the Santa
Maria.
Wii Seeks and his warriors returned to our ship in police cars, courtesy
of the chief of police, who then invited all of us out to a Chinese dinner, his
treat. It was a very bizarre ending for the day. In the morning, we were
pirates with sniper rifles aimed at our hearts. In the evening, we were
clinking glasses and singing with San Juan’s finest over Chinese food.
But we had made our point, and the next day, Wii Seeks took his people
home in time for Christmas as we set out on the thousand-mile return
voyage north to Key West, Florida, to prepare for a campaign against
poachers off the Pacific coast of Costa Rica.
That voyage had cost me personally. I could not justify an Indian-rights
voyage utilizing Sea Shepherd funds, so the expenses had exhausted my
savings some $20,000. I felt it was well spent. It was a great adventure in
good company, and we had succeeded in raining on the Columbus
celebratory parade.
Robert Hunter wrote a wonderfully humorous account of this campaign
a few years later in his book Red Blood. It was also an inspiration to some
of my non-Indian crew members. The tribe adopted Jimmy Liebling, a
young man from Maryland who boarded the Santa Maria with the Gitxsan.
Another young woman from Alberta, Suniva Bronson, a staunch vegan and
feminist, joined the Indians occupying Gustafsen Lake in British Columbia
a few years later. She was shot and wounded in the arm, arrested, and sent
to prison for a few months for her stand.

This is not to say that I always saw eye to eye with all Indian
communities. In 1993, I opposed the Champagne and Aishihik plan to
exterminate wolves in the Yukon. I met with the tribal council near
Whitehorse, where we were told that as white people we did not have the
right to oppose the advice of the elders, who, in their wisdom, decided the
wolves must be eliminated.
The council kept dismissing us as white imperialists and racists for
opposing their plans, and they expected us to go away like most good, guiltridden liberal types. I informed them that I was not buying any of their
bullshit and that their elders were wrong to advocate total extermination.
And, besides, they were Christians who shared the same cultural values as
the surrounding white hunters and trappers who all hated wolves, and it was
the wolf to whom we owed allegiance, not the Champagne and Aishihik.
We did not back down to their bogus charge of racism. What was racist
about opposing the total extermination of wolf packs? Nothing, of course,
except such unsubstantiated accusations have become a tactic among many
non-white cultures, and even a few white cultures, as a means of getting
what they want.
Again in 1993, we butted heads with the Nuu-chah-nulth, this time on
the west coast of Vancouver Island, when we opposed the clearcut logging
plans of the forest industry. I had taken my ship the Sirenian into Tofino
Harbor and had dispersed a crowd of angry loggers when I fired a blank
shot of powder from my cannon, forcing them to dive for cover on the
dock. Later in the day, I met with chief Francis Frank, his council, and other
environmental groups and was horrified to hear the other environmental
groups inform the Indians that they would abide by whatever decision the
Indians would make. Despite my warnings that this would be a dire
mistake, the other groups insisted that the Nuu-chah-nulth would never sell
out the forests—after all, they were Indians, and Indians are the original
environmentalists.
The Nuu-chah-nulth were very smart. They said nothing and allowed
the white ecofreaks the opportunity to set up roadblocks, where hundreds
were arrested and jailed. The political stakes were getting higher as the
arrests approached a thousand people. By the end of the summer, the
logging companies and the British Columbian government needed to put
the issue to rest. They struck a deal with the Nuu-chah-nulth for money and
jobs and, voila, after all their trials and tribulations, the eco-protestors had

to capitulate to their promise to abide by whatever the Nuu-chah-nulth
wanted.
The trees of Clayoquot began to fall, and I was resented for having my
predictions proved correct. People don’t like to have their illusions
shattered and, unfortunately, many environmentalists did not want to
recognize that Indians are like anyone else. They want the same things.
They have to pay the same bills. And many will make the same
compromises to maintain the luxuries of the twentieth century.
A year later, it was another community that wanted more of the pie, but
this time the stakes were much higher. The threat was not against a local
ecosystem in the Yukon or on Vancouver Island but would have
consequences throughout the world’s oceans.
As much as it pained me to decide, we really had no choice. After
fighting to stop whaling for a quarter of a century, after going head to head
with pirate whalers, Soviet, Japanese, Icelandic, Faroese, Spanish, Korean,
and South African whalers, and after sinking seven outlaw whaling ships,
how could I allow all of this effort to be overturned by watching an illegal
whale hunt take shape in my own home waters?
We would have to oppose the Makah tribe’s ambition of reviving their
long-deceased culture of whale hunting.
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